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Compound recently pushed out a v3 update. The main improvements include collateral factors, 
protocol safety, lower gas fees, and the end of collateral re-hypothecation. 

In this research article, we look at the impact of these changes on both borrowers and lenders. We will also 
look at how Compound v3 compares to its close competitors. Are these improvements enough for 
Compound v3 to gain market share in this competitive landscape?

Executive Summary
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Differences Between v2 and v3

Safer Protocol and Lower Gas Fees

Compound v3 features single-asset borrowing, starting with USD Coin (USDC). Users will only earn an 
Annual Percentage Yield (APY) when supplying USDC and can only borrow USDC using their choice of 
collateral, resulting in lower gas fees. As borrowers’ collateral can’t be used in lending, there are fewer 
systemic/contagion risks, and the overall Compound ecosystem is considered safer. A safer ecosystem 
translates to lower liquidation penalties.

The protocol has also introduced a minimum borrow amount and supply cap to reduce protocol risk.

• The transaction will be reverted if your loan is under the minimum borrow amount. This may handicap 
retail investors who want to borrow small amounts. It also prevents the protocol from owning a small 
amount of under-collateralized debt, which is too expensive to liquidate.

• Compound also controls its exposure to various collaterals by introducing supply cap limits, which 
improves collateral diversification and risk management.

Collateral no Longer Earns Interest

Borrowers can no longer offset interest accrued or earn a yield from supplying assets (other than the base 
asset - USDC). These implications could result in pricier borrows and minimize the range of use cases. 

On the other hand, this update gives suppliers full ownership over their funds, as collateral is no longer 
loaned to a pool of people, eradicating illiquidity risks and improving overall protocol safety.

Altering one of Compound’s main focus points was bold. Compound v3 has changed how lenders and 
borrowers interact with collateral on the platform. Compound v2 incentivized lenders to supply their assets 
to the pool as they would earn yield when borrowing funds. Allowing collateral to earn decreases the net 
borrow Annual Percentage Rate.

Liquidation Collateral Factor: a Safety Margin for Borrowers

As charted below, collateral factors (CF) have hardly changed from v2, meaning users cannot leverage their 
assets further. However, it is worth noting that v3 CFs may increase in the future as more risk analysis takes 
place.  
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A liquidation collateral factor was implemented, adding a level of security for borrowers. For example, on v2, 
if you reach the max CF on ETH, you would be at risk of liquidation come the next block. On v3, there is a 
gap between the max collateral factor and the point of liquidation, which allows borrowers to hold on longer 
to their positions.

A liquidation collateral factor was implemented, adding a level of security for borrowers. For example, on v2, 
if you reach the max CF on ETH, you would be at risk of liquidation come the next block. On v3, there is a 
gap between the max collateral factor and the point of liquidation, which allows borrowers to hold on longer 
to their positions.

Differences Between v2 and v3

Source: Compound
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Steps Towards Institutional Adoption

Several signs within the v3 features indicate that Compound might be increasing its focus on institutions.

• Account management

Although not entirely explicit, Compound’s account management tools may add a new layer of
institutional adoption as clients can have ‘managers’ sign on their behalf. This may give advisors a more
straightforward path to using DeFi ecosystems.

• Business License

Compound has created a business license for v3 intended to protect against unauthorized or
dangerous forks.

• Compound for Institutions

Institutions could already deposit their USD/USDC with the protocol for a 4% interest rate. They
recently introduced loans for institutions (not an exclusive v3 feature), where an accredited institution
can use ETH as collateral to borrow USDC at a 6% fixed APR and supply USDC to earn 4% APY.

It is interesting to note that compared to Compound v3, institutions are able to earn more but are also
required to pay higher rates.

Any use of the Licensed Work in violation of this License will 
automatically terminate your rights under this License for the current 
and all other versions of the Licensed Work.

Differences Between v2 and v3

Source: Github

https://github.com/compound-finance/comet/blob/main/LICENSE
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Single asset borrowing and the end of interest on collateral make comparing v3 rates with v2 and other 
protocols difficult. In this section, we quantify the impact on users.

Improved Rates for High Utilization Pools

V3‘s design relies on high utilization rates to make it more attractive for borrowers and lenders.

With single-asset borrowing and earning, users are limited to borrowing and earning the base asset. This 
could lead to a substantially lower Total Value Locked (TVL) for v3. Not only can users solely borrow USDC, 
but borrowers will also have to pay a higher APR to leverage the base asset. 

As shown below, borrowing on Compound v3 does not become cheaper until utilization is ~50% (excluding 
any COMP incentives).

Impact on Borrowers and Lenders

Source: Compound
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A Focus Towards High-Levered Borrowers

If suppliers stop earning interest on their collateral, conservative borrowers (with high collateral ratios) will 
suffer the most, which could push the platform towards riskier borrowers.

This chart looks at various lending utilization rates and borrower APR. As you can see, while the utilization rate 
remains under 50%, borrowing on v2 is substantially cheaper (especially when considering earnings on 
collateral). In addition, conservative borrowers with a low Loan to Value (LTV) are worse off with v3.

One alternative for Compound would be to include staked tokens such as stETH. This would enable 
borrowers to reduce their net borrowing rate considerably. Compound has yet to announce whether they 
are planning to integrate yield-bearing assets.

Impact on Borrowers and Lenders

Source: Compound
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Impact on Borrowers and Lenders

User Analysis

As of Oct 4th, 2022, the average LTV was 49.2% (loans/collateral supplied excluding non-borrowers and 
users borrowing less than 1 ETH in value). A more granular analysis shows that 45% of v2 Borrowers have an 
LTV above 50%, representing 77% of the total borrowing. The platform risks having a more concentrated user 
base but not too much risk of TVL flight.

Source: Compound API
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Competitors

AAVE v3

• Capital Efficiency

▪ AAVE v3 prioritizes capital efficiency in a couple of ways; isolated liquidity pairs and their new 
‘high-efficiency mode’ or (E-Mode).

▪ Isolated liquidity pairs are designed to only allow users to borrow specific assets with their collateral 
(i.e., supply stable and borrow stable). This function increases capital efficiency as users are able to 
leverage more and face less risk of liquidation.

▪ AAVE also allows the use of yield-bearing tokens such as stETH as collateral, improving 
composability and capital efficiency.

▪ E-Mode takes isolated liquidity into effect by requiring users who enter E-Mode to only borrow 
assets of certain categories. This increases LTV and the liquidation threshold.

• Conclusion

▪ AAVE’s E-Mode allows users with the hyper specification to have industry-leading CFs. If we were to 
supply and borrow locked pairs, AAVE v3 would be the place to go.

▪ AAVE also allows the use of stETH as collateral which is a significant competitive advantage.

▪ If you want to borrow cross-chain, AAVE v3 allows you to seamlessly do so, while Compound v3 does 
not yet have this capability.

▪ In terms of only supplying USDC, AAVE yields nearly 4x less than Compound v3s 2.19% APY. If you 
only need to supply, Compound v3 is the obvious choice.

Oasis (Maker)

• Capital Efficiency

▪ Although the collateral factor is only 70%, Oasis enables users to borrow ETH at a variable APR of 
0.5%. This is cheaper than both AAVE v3 and Compound v3.

▪ Liquidation penalties are higher, with Oasis at 13%.

• Conclusion

▪ Oasis provides an incredibly attractive opportunity to borrow ETH at a 0.5% variable APR.
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Competitors

Liquity (LUSD)

• Liquity allows users to mint their stablecoin  (LUSD) with a collateral ratio of up to 110% (equivalent to 

90% CF). Users can only mint LUSD with ETH as collateral. The protocol has $170m worth of borrowed 

LUSD as of Oct 3rd, 2022. No interest rates are charged on borrowed funds (there is a one-time 50bps 

fee on new loans), making their solution very competitive. Liquity also makes money from liquidation by 

charging a 10% liquidation penalty

• Conclusion

▪ For stablecoin borrowers with loan durations longer than three months, Liquity is a serious 

competitor to Compound v3. 
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Code Quality

Code Status

• The protocol was built mainly using Solidity for smart contract development and Typescript (Hardhat) 
for unit testing and testing scenarios. There’s also an effort to add Forge (from the Foundry toolkit) tests.

• There has already been a deployment of the protocol on Mainnet. The first pool was USDC borrowing 
using ETH, wBTC, LINK, UNI, and COMP as collateral.

• The protocol is being actively developed, though most of the recent changes are not related to the core 
logic, but instead improvements in testing and utilities.

• The protocol’s GitHub repository engagements seem to have been, until the current moment, internal 
(both from internal developers and auditors), with no examples of external interactions.

Testing Coverage

• The tests are extensive and are available to the public. The information on the test coverage is not 
publicly available immediately but is easily obtainable by locally running the tests, as there is enough 
documentation to do so. 

• Their solution has been audited by OpenZeppelin and ChainSecurity and formally verified by Certora. 
The repository has multiple change proposals (PRs) tagged as “ready for audit”, implying the auditing 
process will probably be continuous, at least for some time. Still, as mentioned by Robert Leshner, 
founder of Compound, in a Medium article: “The protocol depends on new technology which might 
contain undiscovered vulnerabilities. In order to protect users, the first market was initialized with 
modest collateral limits”, indicating important security concerns.

• By examining the audits, only a few code findings were worth mentioning as problematic. These have 
mostly been fixed or, when not, there was a good reason for it, and related documentation was added. 
It’s hard to say how fast the problems were addressed based on the information we have.

• Outside of bugs, an important point to notice is the protocol’s trust model, which is mentioned mostly 
by ChainSecurity’s audit. Compound relies on a powerful governance role, which opens some 
vulnerabilities regarding a governor’s ability to steal funds. The mitigation for this would be the use of a 
governor contract with a timelock that a DAO controls. Still, there’s the possibility of a governance 
attack.
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Code Quality

Code Modularity and Extensibility

• The code itself is organized but considerably complex, though this may have been inevitable 
considering their focus was on efficiency, and the code is reasonably well documented. The 
programming workflow seems to be good - the project setup includes useful tools, including Continuous 
Integration (CI) and linting, and it has an extensive amount of unit tests.

• The main contract, Comet, in the code documentation, is referred to as an “efficient monolithic money 
market protocol”. Referring to the main contract this way indicates it was not built with modularity in 
mind, though it is upgradeable, meaning it can have changes up to a certain extent.

Potential Risks

• As mentioned before, new technologies might lead to undiscovered vulnerabilities, so caution is 
recommended in the documentation: 

• To incentivize the discovery of vulnerabilities and prevent their exploitation, security researchers are 

eligible for a bug bounty for reporting undiscovered vulnerabilities.

We believe that size, visibility, and time are the true test for the security 
of a smart contract; please exercise caution, and make your own 
determination of security and suitability.
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Compound v3 introduces a few infrastructure changes versus v2, such as:

• The main architecture change is the end of collateral lending, which makes the system less risky.

• A different liquidation system where the protocol will absorb undercollateralized accounts. Borrowers 
are then repaid using the protocol’s reserves. In v2, the liquidations interact directly with the liquidators. 
The main advantage is that the protocol will benefit from liquidations. It also allows the protocol to avoid 
bad debts when liquidators have no motivation to liquidate.

• The governance process is governed by a single smart contract called Configurator rather than having 
multiple contracts for each proposal. Exclusive control has been given to the community for future 
changes in market parameters. The architecture also allows different configurations and factories to 
exist simultaneously in the same contract, so there is one Configurator per network supported.

• The User Interface has been streamlined to only show assets used as collateral.  Due to single-asset 
borrowing, there is only one rate: the USDC lending rate. This contrasts with v2, where the interface was 
overcharged with various lending and borrowing rates, which has allowed Compound v3 to include risk 
management stats on its front page, such as liquidation levels and borrowing capacity.

Architecture/Infrastructure

Source:  Compound website
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Compound v3 has brought some incremental changes, the most notable being single-asset borrowing. 
This new version of Compound reinforces its positioning towards high-levered borrowers and institutions. 

Finally, it is worth monitoring how borrowers will behave in down and up markets. When ETH prices go up, 
Loan to Value ratios go down: will borrowers increase their borrowings or leave for competitors with more 
attractive rates?  On the contrary, when crypto prices fall: will Compound capture more TVL and users from 
other platforms?

So, a revolution?
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This report has been prepared for the general information and understanding of the readers. The views and 
strategies described may not be suitable for all readers. Both past performance and yield may not be a 
reliable guide to future performance. All case studies are shown for illustrative purposes only and should 
not be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation publicly available to Nethermind. This 
report does not indicate Nethermind's endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its 
security. No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making any 
decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 
Nethermind disclaims any liability in connection with this report, its content, and any related services and 
products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, 
fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, 
or assume responsibility for any product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the 
product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to, called 
by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any 
hyperlinked websites, any websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and Nethermind 
will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any 
third-party. You should use your best judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. 

FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING 
ANY ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM 
OF FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.

Non-Investment Disclaimer




